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“Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift, that's why it is called the present.”
One of the many reasons why I love Po, the Kung Fu Panda, is because he brought me across this quote. I had
never thought that the quote I'd live by would come to me from a talking turtle named Oogway, but then again,
life is full of surprises !
We are pretty silly creatures, actually. We spend a major part of our lives either anticipating the future or
mourning/rejoicing in the past. While we are doing this, what we forget is that our present is being wasted in the
most unproductive way. We are so engrossed in contemplating our `have been' s and `could be' s that we don't
realize that our day has been passing by us, unaffected by our thoughts. Time is a cruel miser, sparing nothing
and leaving behind nothing extra for anyone.
While I was thinking about my future, what I didn't realize is that I have reached the edge of a cliff called school,
and now I'm staring down at the bottomless ravine called life, thinking where the time went. Both these
activities may get me a title of a great philosopher but I haven't really done anything productive otherwise, have
I?
Coming back to “today”. Our term has come to an end, giving us uncountable memories and teaching us
valuable lessons. I would like to wish Std. XII and Std. X the very best for their boards. Kill it guys! Study hard! On
behalf of the board, I would like to welcome Mr. D.K. Sachdeva, Mr. B.R. Dutta and Mr. D. Gurung to the Brownian
family. I hope that you have a long and pleasant time here.
Although I have welcomed everyone, I myself will have to bid adieu to all of you, without the promise of being
here next time. I hope that you keep the Brownian flag flying high and take this school to greater heights. All the
best to Std. XI for the mammoth task ahead of them. Keep the school's head up high Brownians! Good bye and
Magna est Veritas!
By Atul Sharma, XII-'S'
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We all remember
Mr. Abhai Singh very
fondly on his 11th
anniversary and
distinctly remember
what he said, “Believe
in yourselves. Believe
you can soar to the
heights and touch the
silky clouds and feel
the stars and firmly
believe that you have
to complete the role
assigned to you
here.”

This year, for the first time in
Col.Brown School, some
students of Class X have
formed a group “Green India”
which aims to save and plant
more and more trees. The
group was formed with the
assistance of Col. R. Sidhu
and under the leadership of
Rishabh Singh of Class X B.
The group members went for
a trek to “Jhari Pani”. They
were led by waste Warriors, an
NGO and Indo Tibetan Border
Police(ITBP). The trek was
about 4 km long. The boys
had filled up 4 large bags of
garbage till the time they
reached the Checkpoint. The
media interview added a great
delight to our experience.

“Education should be
imparted with a view
to the type of society
that we wish to build.
We are working for a
modern democracy
built on the values of
human dignity and
equality. These are
only ideals: we should
make them live in
forces. Our vision of
the future should
include these great
principles.”

Mohd Daniyal, X B

-Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
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26.07.14

- A football match was held between staff and Std. XII. Staff won- 5-2.

06.08.14

- Ms. Sudha Raghuraman (SPIC MACAY) performed at a classical Carnatic vocal concert.

09.08.14

- Phoolka Memorial Inter-House English Debate.

11.08.14

- On the Death Anniversary of late Principal Mr. Abhai Singh, Tree plantation was done by Mrs.Indu Bala
Singh. A workshop was conducted on aero-modeling by Mr. Arvind Gupta.

16.08.14

- Inter-House Senior School Hindi Elocution.

21.08.14

- The boys participated in the Inter-School Debate held at Wynberg Allen School where Atul Sharma stood
first.

01.09.14

- The boys participated in “CAPTA CAELUM” Fest – At Wynberg Allen, Mussoorie where Atul Sharma
stood 3rd in 'Turn coat' and school western band stood 3rd in 'Do-a-Duet'.

02.09.14

- Day-2 of the Fest at Wynberg Allen, Mussoorie- the boys stood third in Ad-Making.

04.09.14

- A Variety Entertainment Program was put up by the boys for the teachers.

05.09.14

- On the occasion of Teachers day, the inspiring Speech by PM Narendra Modi on national television was
shown to the boys.

13.09.14

- English Letter Writing Competition.

20.09.14

- English Handwriting Contest. The boys participated in the Inter-school Quiz Competition held at
Summer Valley School.

22.09.14

- Inter School Debate was held at Unison World School. Atul Sharma stood first (against
the motion).

23.09.14

- Std XI and XII visited Welham Girls` School and attended the “Regional Symposium on Higher
Education”

24.09.14

- The boys went for an educational tour to Amber Enterprises (Selaqui).

26.09.14

- A week long workshop on “Dhokra Art and Craft Workshop” commenced. Biology students of Std XI &
Std XII went for an educational tour to FRI, Dehardun.

04.10.14

- School fete was organised.

17.10.14

- Flute Recital by Maestro Shashank Subhramanium that was organised by SPIC MACAY.

18.10.14

- A two days Old Boys Reunion Meet commenced. Two groups-“Green India” and “Clean India” were
formed under the able guidance of Col. R. Sidhu

01.11.14

- Boys went to Shahansai Ashram, Rajpur to attend Eco-Tourism Festival which included
events like Bird watching and Nature Walk to Jhari Pani.

02.11.14

- Cross Country for the senior school.

08.11.14

- School participated in District Athletics championship at RIMC and brought home the March Past trophy
and a silver medal (Shot put-Maninder Gill).

11.11.14

- A week long 88th Inter-House Athletics Meet concluded. Headmaster House won the Tala House trophy
for the year 2014.

14.11.14

- On the occasion of Pt.Jawaharlal Nehru's birth anniversary, SUPW, inspired by the “CLEAN AND
GREEN” drive initiated by Prime Minister Modi, was conducted.

17.11.14

- The boys enjoyed Hindustani Classical music performed by the renowned artists- Pt.Ritesh Mishra and
Pt.Rajneesh Mishra(SPIC MACAY).

20.11.14

- Std XII had their farewell party at Maldevta.

22.11.14

- Std X was given a “Good Luck” party in the school campus.
Std XI boys went to IMA for an Educational Tour.

PHOOLKA MEMORIAL INTER-HOUSE

ENGLISH DEBATE COMPETITION
th

On Saturday, 9 August
2014, Brownians argued for
their respective Houses at
the English Debate
Competition. The debate
was much more interesting
this time because the
students wrote it
themselves and the topics
had been given to them
just four days before the
competition.
Group I spoke on “Super
electronic advancement in
all walks of life will lead us

to a world devoid of lively
relationship and active life.”
Best Speaker in the Group
was Atul Sharma (Std. XIIHeadmaster House).
Group II spoke on “There is
no such thing as equality
between sexes”. Best Speaker
in Group II was Harshit Khatri
(Std. IX-Principal House).
Group III debated on “Mobile
phones are not good for us”.
The Best Speaker from this
Group was Akash Swaroop
(Std. VII-Headmaster House).

The English Debate Trophy
went to Headmaster House,
with Principal House
finishing a close second and
Bursar House third. The Best
Speaker of the English Debate
was Atul Sharma
(Headmaster House).
The Shield for the Debate
(Hindi and English combined)
went to Headmaster House,
Principal House got second
and Bursar House stood third.
The best speaker of the Hindi
and English Debate combined

went to Atul Sharma
(Headmaster house).
The thrill of the
competition was
unbeatable and we will be
looking forward to many
more similar debates in the
future.
By Atul Sharma
XII Sci

Have you ever seen any beggars with their babies? What
are they doing at that time? They are always sleeping.
Why?

Why should
we not pay the

BEGGARS?
Environment

Pollution
Environmental pollution
is posing a serious
challenge to the health
and happiness of the
people.

Environment is the
surrounding in which we
live. It is the sum of the
physical, chemical and
biological factors which
surround all living
beings. The natural
environment on earth
includes plants, animals,

Begging by poor people has become a business. They do
not want any disturbance in their work and they want that
their children should always be sleeping so they give them
alcohol. This alcohol makes the babies weak and not fit for
their future.
Are you doing any good to them?
No, actually you are spoiling the future of their babies.
Please don't pay money to the beggars. If you really want
to help them, give them shelter and some work to do. By
paying money to the beggars, you are wasting two things,
first is your money and the other is the child's life and his
future.
Harsh Yadav
VIII B

BORN TO TRAVEL
air, water, soil, temperature
and light. We depend on our
environment for our sound
health. This will be seriously
threatened if these unique
gifts of nature are abused
and polluted.
So keep India neat and
clean.
Clean India.
Green India.
Rajat Moar, VIII A

The first living creature to
travel across the ocean by air
or to fly from the northern
end of the planet to its
southern most continent
wasn't man! These
spectacular feats of flying
belong to birds! Owing to
their adventurous nature,
birds travelled to the planet's
coldest, hottest, remotest,
windiest and driest regions
long before these places were
explored by humans! Having
perfected the art of flying to
extraordinary distances and

navigating across the
planet without a map or
even a compass, birds are
the most skilled navigators
and aeronauts the world
has ever seen! Their
mastery of flight and
navigation is evident in the
regular seasonal journeys
which most of them make
in search of food and
friendlier climates. These
birds are called Migrators.
Jayasth Dhaka
VIII B

“GOOD DEEDS MATTER THE MOST”
In the 'Merchant of Venice',
when Bassanio asks
Launcelot why he wanted
to serve him, a poor
gentleman and leave his
rich master, Shylock.
Launcelot replies that
Bassanio had god's
blessings whereas Shylock
had money. It shows that
money cannot buy
someone's emotions but a
person having god's
blessings is happier,
satisfied and leads a
simpler life. Today's world
has become materialistic
where people think money

can buy them anything but
they have forgotten that good
deeds matter the most.
Today, people want to earn
money by hook or crook. We
can take the example of
today's generation who have
forgotten to obey their
parents and grandparents.
We should understand and
start obeying our elders
because they are the ones
who form the pillar of a
person's character and
personality.
Harshit Kumar
IX B

MY DREAMS FOR

My Country, India
India is my motherland. I am
proud to be an Indian. Her
glory chiefly rests on her
heritage and culture, her
spirit of non-violence and
universal brotherhood.
However, I am deeply pained
by the sorry state of affairs
that are unfolding in my
motherland, but this creates
a resolve in my heart to
rebuild her into a better
India. Let me imagine the
form of India. 'My India is
free from the problems of
over population, corruption,
unemployment illiteracy,
pollution, crime, caste
system and superstition. The
citizens of my dreamland are
educated and enlightened.
They are ever ready to lend
their helping hand to all
those who are needy. They
are secular in words and
deeds. There is spirit of
unity in diversity in the true
sense of the word. India is
leading the rest of the world
towards a fuller and richer
life.'
By-Harsh Sinhmar
IX-A

'The Great Ones Are Always

Humble and Obedient'
Obedience is an innate
quality. It entails
spontaneous (continuous)
acceptance of the accepted
norms of the society.
Obedience and humility go
together. It may be both
personal and social. It is a
great moral virtue and sure
sign of a refined personality.
It has great importance in
family, school as well as in
the society. The young in the
family are expected to follow
the advice of the elders. An
obedient student respects his
teachers and follows the
rules of his institution and

thereby inspires his
classmates to do the same.
When he grows up, he
becomes an ideal citizen.
Discipline is a must in
every part of life. A
peaceful social life is
impossible without
obedient people. The great
are always humble and
obedient. We should
cultivate this virtue and
contribute to make this
world a better place to live.
By- Kartik Parasher
IX-B

'If Trees could speak'
Jagdish Chandra Bose, the
great Indian scientist, has
proved that trees have life as
do the animals and humans.
They feel and react but have
no language or tongue to
express their feelings. Only if
they had the power of
speech, they would express
themselves much the same
way as we do. Leaves would
say how they hate winter
that heralds their impending
death.
Tree trunks would boast to
one another of their advance
age experience. Fruits would
tell stories about their
childhood. Branches would
talk about the visits they
witnessed by insects, bird
and animal friends. The
trees would also say 'ouch!',
if the leaves from their
branches were picked. They
would be found screaming
with pain, if we were cruel
enough to break their twigs
and branches. They
would speak of the
wonder of being

alive and the multiple
uses they provide to all
living creatures including
the humans, birds and
animals. Even if trees
cannot speak, their agony
and bitterness has been
forcefully expressed by a
number of poets and
environmentalists.
Scientists have repeatedly
told what their needs are.
If we save trees we save
the very survival of the
earth. If trees are gone, our
Mother planet would not
have any source of life. So,
we should not cut trees.
Instead, we should plant
trees.
By- Abhijeet Gupta
X-B

esjs v/;kid Chhat Puja
eSa rks Fkk fuiV ew[kZ bUlkuA
esjs v/;kid th us cuk;k eq>s KkuokuAA
le>k;k eq>s D;k lgh D;k xyrA
lh[ks eSus muls vusd lcdAA
vPNs deZ esa gS mudk ekuA
deZ djuk gh mudh gS 'kkuAA
izsee; f'k{kk nsuk mudk nkuA
blls gksrh gS gekjh igpkuAA
eu gSa muds cM+s&cM+sA
ij fu;e ds og cM+s dM+sAA
i<+kus dh dyk gS mudk ,d rksQkA
muesa lPpkbZ] u nks"k] u dksbZ /kks[kkA
opu Hkjrk eSa fd p<w¡xk eSa lh<+h ijA
cl esjs v/;kid dh gks d`ik eq> ijAA
tkscu nhi flag
d{kk & X;kjg
¼okf.kT; oxZ½

MY FATHER
THE TRUE ADVISOR

Chhath (Devanagari) is an ancient Hindu Festival and only vedic festival
dedicated to the Hindu Sun God, Surya and chhatti maiya (Ancient vedic
goddess Usha).The chhath puja is performed in order to thank God Surya for
sustaining life on earth and to request the granting of certain wishes.
The festival is observed most popularly in Bihar, Jharkhand, eastern U.P. and
Terai region of Nepal. The four days of the festival are celebrated as follows:
On the first day of Chhath puja (Nahay Khay) the devotees take a dip in the
holy river and carry home the holy water of these historical rivers to prepare the
offering .The Vratins allow themselves only one meal on this day. On the
Second day (Lohanda and Kharna),the vratins observe a fast for the whole day,
which ends in the evening a little after sunset. Just after the worship of Sun,
Moon & the offering of Kher, Puris & bananas are distributed among family and
friends .The vratins go on a fast without water for 36 hours after 2ndDay
evening Prasad (Kheer).On the third day i.e, the Chatth (Sandhya arghya), the
vratins make offering to the setting sun. The occasion is almost a carnival. The
folk song is sung in the evening of Chatth .On the final day i.e, the fourth(Usha
Arghya) the Vratins along with family and friends make the offering to the rising
sun. The festival ends with the breaking of the fast by the vratins.
Friends, Relatives visit the houses of the vratins to receive the prashad. The
prashad mainly include sweets, Kheer, Thekua and fruit offered in small
bamboo soop windows.
Priyanshu Maskara
X-B

A DECADE AT COL.BROWN

We come across many people in
our journey called life. We set a
definite image of them according
to the role they play in our lives. I
am influenced by several
people's noble deeds and
qualities but to the most by my
father.

It has been more than a decade for
me studying in the school and still
my spirit and determination towards
my school life remains the same.
Whenever I look to my past days, I
remember myself being taught and
nurtured by the teachers and
gaining the moral values of life.

My father was brought up with
great care and love. So, he
reverberates to us, the same
today. He is a very simple and
“Happy-Go-Lucky” kind of man
and this nature of his influences
me the most .His great sense of
humour evokes laughter among
all the family members when he
is around. He has great
experience and often advises and
counsels me from time to time.

It has been a golden era for me
growing up in the school. The school
has provided me with immense
knowledge and has helped me to
become self reliable. I have got so

I pray to God that one day I
should also have a charismatic
aura like my true advisor, my
father.
Sudhanshu Patel, X-A

Since The
Ancient Times

accustomed to school activities and
schedule that I feel awkward not
following it. Be it the morning P.T or
the night studies, everything has
become the means of enjoyment. It
is often very late when people
realize the importance of their
school life. The environment here
has given me a true feeling of home.
I am grateful to my teachers for
helping me transform into an
obedient student. Till date whatever
I have learnt and whatever I am

praised for, all the credit goes to
my school. All the fun, mischief
and pranks that I have played
along with my friends fresh-n-up
my memories.
I wish may these days never go
by, for I have developed a strong
feeling towards my life at school.
I love being a part of the
Brownian family.
Himanshu Patel
X-B

On 26th Sep. 2014, an innovative and cultural “Dhokra” workshop was
conducted based on the non-ferrous metal casting using the lost-wax
technique which has been used especially in the southern parts of India.

DHOKRA
ART & CRAFT

The workshop lasted for over a week in which the interested students
from both senior as well as junior classes took part. These children were
trained and instructed under the special provision of the experts who
had come a long way from Kolkata. This was for the first time and it was a
new experience for all the students. At last, this workshop ended on 2nd
Oct. 2014 with the beautiful & creative artifacts of various designs which
were made by the children themselves.
By: - Aman Negi
(XI-Science)

A VISIT TO

AMBER INDUSTRIES
On 24th September 2014, I visited
'Amber Industries' along with my
classmates and our commerce
teachers. It took us around one
hour to reach there.
This industry is situated at
Selaqui, one of the industrial
areas of Uttarakhand. It has three
industrial units in Uttrakhand and
four more in the different parts of
the country. They take contracts
from the different companies like
LG, VOLTAS, BLUE STAR,
WHIRLPOOL and PANASONIC. We
were taken to the manufacturing
line by the manager, Mr.Rakesh
who explained the full process of
assembly. He also showed us how
the products with faults are
rejected. He said that all the
companies that give them
contracts, send their
representatives to check their
products, so there is strict quality
control.
The manager also told us that
they produce 500-600 air
conditioners every day. Later, we

had an interaction with the
Managing Director who told us about
the initial capital invested-40 crore,
but now it would amount to 500
crore. After thanking the M.D. for
his permission to visit, we went to
the next unit which was around 1 km
away. There the production of
microwaves is managed. The
manager told us that they prepare
all the 'child parts' and assemble
them on their own, without the
assistance of any other industry.
They start with a thin plate of
aluminum and within 4 minutes , a
brand new product is ready for use.

INTER-SCHOOL FEST!!!
On the 1st and 2nd of September 2014, 22 Brownians went to Wynberg-Allen
School, Mussoorie, to participate in their two-days Cultural Fest “Capta
Caelum-Reach For The Sky.”
We took part in 12 events and secured third position in three events,
namely, Turncoat (Atul Sharma XII), Do-A-Duet (Tarun Singh XII, Atul
Sharma XII, Aman Negi XII, Jigmat Angchuk X, Siddharth Gupta X) and AdWorld (Md. Daniyal X, Vishwaraj Saini X, Atul Sharma XII).

The best thing is that a time card
machine has been installed at the
factory gate to maintain the
attendance record of the
employees. Now, I would like to
conclude by saying that, it was a
fruitful visit and I gained a lot of
knowledge and experience. On
hearing that their capital for just
one unit is 500 crore, I am inspired
to do something big in life.

The boys really enjoyed the fun-filled two days and are looking forward to
similar events in the future with the aspirations of doing even better! All of
the participants learnt a lot and got a chance to boost their self-confidence
by being able to interact with other schools.

By- Jasbir Punia, XII-COM

By Atul Sharma, XII Sci

This was probably for the first time that Colonel Brown took part in a non
sport event on such a large scale and the experience and memories from
events such as these will stay with all of us for long!

SPICMACAY
On 6th August 2014, all the Brownians were overwhelmed by the
exciting programme of spicmacay based on carnatic music voiced by
melodious Ms.Sudha Raman. It was really enjoyable and all of us learnt
a lot about the traditional South Indian music. The programme started at
7:30 p.m. in the memorial hall. We all asked questions and also sang
with Ms. Sudha. This programme was a great change for us and brought
us out of our daily routine and helped us to gain knowledge about our
own culture. The concert ended at 8:30 p.m. It was a great experience
for all of us and before I went to sleep the only thought in my mind was
MUSIC HAS NO BARS OF LANGUAGE.
By Harshit Kumar

DDSA
Our school participated in the 67th athletic meet organized by
the Dehradun District Sports Association (DDSA) which was
held at RIMC on 8th and 9th November. The boys of our
school participated in 100mtr, 400mtr, 100mtr x4 relay, high
jump, broad jump, shot put and discus throw. We won a silver
medal for shot put and we also bagged the March past trophy
in the “Boys” category. All the best for next time as well!
Maninder Gill
XII Commerce
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1. March Past
Trophy Districts
Sports
2. Farewell to Std XII
3. A Visit To IMA
4. Clean India &
Green India Drive
run by CBS

RESULTS
INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
Best Player in team A
- Kanishkdeep Sonkar (H.H)
Best Player in team B
- Rakesh Bind (P.H)
Best Player in team C
- Jigmet Rinchen (P.H)
Best Player in team D
- Ayush Mittal (B.H)
Inter House Football Trophy went to Bursar House

INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Best Player in team A

- Tarun Singh (H.H)

Best Player in team B

- Kshitiz Kumar Yadav (H.H)

Best Player in team C

- Jigmet Rinchen (P.H)

Best Player in team D

- Ayush Mittal (B.H)

Best Player

- Yugant Khand (B.H)

Inter House Basketball Trophy went to Bursar House

INTER HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY
First in 8Km

- Kartik Kaushik (P.H)

First in 5Km
- Nihal Mann (B.H)
Inter House Cross Country Trophy went to Headmaster House

INTER HOUSE ATHLETICS
Best Athelete in team 1

- Kartik Kaushik (P.H)

Best Athelete in team 2

- Done Singh (H.H)

Best Athelete in team 3

- Nihal Mann & Sparsh Goyal (B.H)

Best Athelete in team 4

- Jigmet Rinchen (P.H)

Pentathlon

- Gaurav Deswal (H.H)

1500 mtrs open

- Kanishkdeep Sonkar (H.H)

Inter House Athletics Trophy went to Headmaster House
DEHRADUN DISTRICT ATHLETICS MEET
Silver Medal
Maninder Gill in Shot put (under 18)
Our school stood First in March past in the Boys section
INTER HOUSE HINDI ELOCUTION
Individual
Group I
Group II

-

Tarun Singh (HH)
lakshaya Gupta (BH)

Choral
Group I
Group II
Best speaker

-

Headmaster house
Bursar house
Tarun singh (HH)

UTTARAKHAND STATE YOGA CHAMPIOSHIP
Aman Tyagi
Abhinav Tripathi
Harshit Kumar
Priya Raj
INTER HOUSE MUSIC COMPETITION
Solo
Duet
Group
Best Musician
The trophy went to Headmaster House

Gold medal in artistic yoga
Silver medal in artistic yoga
Bronze medal in artistic yoga
Bronze medal in postures
Priya Raj(HH)
Saurav Kumar and Prashant
Dandriyal(PH)
Headmaster House
Priya Raj(HH)

ENGLISH HANDWRITING COMPETITION
Principal House
Std VIII
Std IX
Std X
Std XI
Std XII
-

Ritik Jaiswal
Palash Singh
Pakiz Khan
Rajat Singh
Vedant Bisht

Bursar House
Std VIII
Std IX
Std X
Std XI
Std XII

-

Kanhaiya Das
Dhruv Tyagi
Hrithik Pathak
Gaurav Singhal
Raghav Arya

Headmaster House
Std VIII
Std IX
Std X
Std XI
Std XII

-

Mukul Yadav
Priya Raj
Gaurav Deswal
Kanishk Sonkar
Tarun Singh

ENGLISH LETTER WRITING COMPETITON
Std VIII A
Std VIII B
Std IX A
Std IX B
Std X A
Std X B

-

Std XI Com
Std XI Sci
Std XII Com
Std XII Sci

-

Utkarsh Kr. Singh
Mukul Yadav
Shubham Tyagi,
Arpit Agrahari
Harshit kumar
Vishvraj Saini
Abhishek Yadav
Jigmet Angchuk
Harsh Raj
Kanishk Sonkar
Aditya Jain
Atul Sharma
Tarun Singh

Atul Sharma(HH)
Harshit Kumar(PH)
Atul Sharma(HH)

The Trophy went to Headmaster House
INTER HOUSE HINDI DEBATE
Group I
Group II
Best Speaker

-

The Trophy went to Headmaster House

Harshit Gupta(BH)
Chirag Mann(BH)
Chirag Mann(BH)
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INTER HOUSE ENGLISH DEBATE
Group I
Group II
Best Speaker
-
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The trophy went to Headmaster House

